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Introduction

• After discovery, determining the couplings of the new resonance is a crucial task:

any deviations from the standard values would signal new physics.

• So far, tree-level ℎ-𝑡-  𝑡 coupling not unambiguously identified: sign degeneracy

• Crucial to investigate channels (beyond ) where this coupling interferes

with a different one

• Here I am going to discuss the subleading channel of

single top + Higgs associated production, which can resolve the current

ambiguity in the sign of           (potentially already with 8 TeV data).



• Current data show an ambiguity in the sign of      . Exact degeneracy

broken mainly by                , where W and top loops interfere.

Ambiguity in the sign of the top Yukawa

ATLAS-CONF-2013-034

universal rescalings:

+

68, 95, 99.7% CL

CMS-HIG-13-005

68, 95, 99.7% CL



(t-channel) single top and Higgs associated 

production
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• The ‘core’ process is the scattering

• In the SM, almost exact cancellation of the two (large) pieces, s- and t-channel

for non-standard , enhancement of the cross section

• At LHC, initial W is spacelike. But at high energies, ‘effective W approximation’ :

factorize process in emission of on-shell W and subsequent hard scattering

with bottom study with on-shell W to get a qualitative     

understanding

+ +

Tait and Yuan, hep-ph/0007298

Maltoni et al., hep-ph/0106293

Barger et al., 0911.1556

small



Wb → th scattering

• In the hard-scattering regime the amplitude is

where ‘finite’ = not growing with . 

Thus when the amplitude grows with energy like ,  and 

the cross section is enhanced compared to the SM

+

 For                     , amplitude grows

like , cross section is

 For                  , amplitude is

constant at large    , cross section 

goes as 

VERY LARGE (>10) ENHANCEMENT

cV

cF



Perturbative unitarity breakdown

• Amplitude growing with energy perturbative unitarity is lost at some

UV scale . Find s-wave amplitude

• For                              , the cutoff is 9.3 TeV. Should we worry about sensitivity

to UV physics?

• Look at distribution of        invariant mass in LHC events (after convolution

with PDFs): 

Contribution of region                        is negligible, 

so our perturbative computations can be safely 

trusted.

Also, relative contribution from large 

is larger in the SM (see behavior of Wb → th

cross section)



Single top + Higgs at the LHC
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5-flavor scheme

inclusive extra b in tagging 

region

• Enhancement for flipped top

Yukawa is 13 ÷ 15!

worth looking into a

detailed pheno analysis
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Higgs and top decays

:  which decay channel for the Higgs (and for the top) ?

Several options have been considered:

• , semileptonic top:

considering , 

• , hadronic top: 

• , semileptonic top:

• ,

semileptonic top:

Complementarity between fermionic and bosonic Higgs decays, depending on 

assumptions on Higgs couplings (universal rescaling of h-f-f couplings by      ,

or scaling of      only)  

Farina et al.

Biswas et al.



• ℎ → 𝑏 𝑏

• ℎ → 𝛾𝛾

• ℎ → 𝑊𝑊*, 𝜏𝜏 → multileptons

Plan
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Parton-level analysis
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• Consider decay : final states

are similar to those already studied by ATLAS and CMS in        searches.

full exp. analysis should be possible in very near future

• Use MadGraph 5, jets defined at parton level with smearing of        following

(roughly compatible with ATLAS jet energy res).

• Acceptance cuts (no cut on missing energy):

• Assume b-tagging performance:

(cuts and b-tag numbers follow those of ATLAS         analysis)  

CMS PAS HIG-13-019

ATLAS-CONF-2012-135



3 b final state
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• Signature:

• Main backgrounds are

 with c mistagged as  b

 with c  mistagged as  b and  s missed

• Cuts: 

o kills (for which bbj all come from a hadronic top)

NB: we assume 100% efficiency for reconstruction of semileptonic top, in  

all signal and backgrounds. So  b  from its decay always identified. 

o reduces a bit.

8 TeV
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4 b final state
• Requiring an extra b helps suppressing the backgrounds: signature

• Main backgrounds:

 where one jet is missed

 where the  c is mistagged and one physical b missed

 with both  c and  s mistagged 

• Cuts:

o kills , where mistagged c+s come from W

o suppresses , for which one  b+j pair

comes from top decay

8 TeV

Maltoni et al., 

hep-ph/0106293

(𝑡  𝑡ℎ)



Implications on Higgs couplings
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• Compare reach of our analysis (3b and 4b combined) to results of Higgs 

searches in ‘standard’ channels: assuming universal rescaling of Higgs 

couplings to fermions,

8 TeV 14 TeV

• Solid and dashed lines are for 25 fb-1 and 50 fb-1.                                              

Higgs data after ICHEP 2012 (only illustrative!)

• Interesting sensitivity already with ~25 fb-1 at 8 TeV

• Degeneracy removed completely with ~50 fb-1 at 14 TeV.



Implications on Higgs couplings/2
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• Now assuming only is rescaled, while

• Solid and dashed lines are for 25 fb-1 and 50 fb-1.                                          

Higgs data after ICHEP 2012 (only illustrative!)

• Much better reach, because is always sizable

can exclude completely negative region with 25 fb-1 at 8 TeV

8 TeV 14 TeV



• ℎ → 𝑏 𝑏

• ℎ → 𝛾𝛾

• ℎ → 𝑊𝑊*, 𝜏𝜏 → multileptons



ℎ → 𝛾𝛾 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝐡adronic top
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• Final state

• Acceptance cuts

• b-tagging performance

• Irreducible backgrounds and reducible have roughly the same size

Biswas et al., 1211.0499



ℎ → 𝛾𝛾 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝐬𝐞𝐦𝐢𝐥𝐞𝐩𝐭𝐨𝐧𝐢𝐜 top
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• Final state

• Acceptance cuts

• Photon threshold lower thanks to lepton (trigger); no top reconstruction

• Main backgrounds are irreducible and 

Biswas et al., 1304.1822



• ℎ → 𝑏 𝑏

• ℎ → 𝛾𝛾

• ℎ → 𝑊𝑊*, 𝜏𝜏 → multileptons



Three leptons
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• Select                              and                            , so

final state is

• Since and 

expect the two channels to contribute similarly to multilepton signals

• Acceptance cuts

• Consider 2 categories: same-flavor, same-sign and same-flavor, opposite sign

Biswas et al., 1304.1822

extra cut to suppress Z backgrounds



Two same-sign leptons
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• Select                              and                             with proper charges, so

final state is

• Acceptance cuts

• Relative contribution of              versus         is roughly 2:1 (same for trileptons)

• Main background for all multilepton channels is

Biswas et al., 1304.1822



Summary and combining bosonic channels
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universal rescaling of h-f-f couplings varying only
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Conclusions

• Current Higgs fits display an ambiguity in the sign of the ℎ𝑡  𝑡 coupling.

• Single top + Higgs production can lift this degeneracy in a direct way,

thanks to a very large enhancement of the                          cross section

for     

• Presented parton-level studies of this process, for different decay modes

of the Higgs (and top): 

• Results show complementarity of bosonic and fermionic Higgs decays, 

depending on assumptions on Higgs couplings: 

bosonic channels are most effective for universal rescaling, while

if only is varied (setting other h-f-f couplings to standard values)

• 95% CL exclusion of ‘wrong sign’ hypothesis is possible already with data

collected at 8 TeV.



Backup
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Cross section at NLO
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5-flavor scheme, aMC@NLO

Scale variation around central value

Results very stable.

Also, compare with LO results:



A closer look at the degeneracy
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• How do we get the solution with negative for the        channel?

• Defining

then for the inclusive, VBF and associated production one has

Recall
W loop

top loop

• Looking only at , if a ‘true’ signal                 is assumed, then in addition to

there is another point giving the same event yields:

Injecting the SM as true signal, one gets

• Including all other channels and real data, obtain the plots shown before. 



How to break the degeneracy?
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• Combine         and                    channels, but not easy: with full 2012 data,

ATLAS + CMS, solution with can be disfavored but not excluded

need larger luminosity and/or new ingredients in existing analyses.

• In CMS data, the region with is currently disfavored. 

This is due to                                 . 

Still sizable sensitivity to statistical fluctuations. 

• A direct and robust way to check the hypothesis is desirable

Azatov et al., 1204.4817


